
 
As hinted at by 14-Down, SQUARE, we want to add three square numbers together to get our meta 
answer; the symmetric entry, JERSEY, tells us how to find these numbers. Three sports figures whose full 
names appear in the grid each have a jersey number that’s a square number; as a further hint, all three 
shared a number with their clue number. Adding them up gives , which is5 6 9 1052 + 62 + 72 = 2 + 3 + 4 = 1  
a squarefree number, and which is our meta answer. It’s also this puzzle’s number, in the same way that 
the square numbers used along the way were also the clue numbers. 
 
At least, that was the intended answer; however, the presence of Jesse OROSCO at 1-Across complicated 
things. He’s not a theme answer; even though his clue number is a square number, it’s not his jersey 
number, which isn’t square anyway. It is prime, though, which is certainly squarefree, hence the addition 
of “composite” to the meta prompt. I’d intended that 14-Down, in conjunction with the above, would lead 
solvers to ignore OROSCO as a trap; what I didn’t realize (and what also makes sense) is that that’s just as 
effective an argument for focusing on OROSCO as the odd man out rather than ignoring it as not part of a 
pattern. Granted, quite a few solvers said they were unsure of 47 as an answer, or that it was a guess; on 
the other hand, I got similar comments from quite a few people who said 110. So it didn’t click as much as 
I would’ve liked, and I apologize for that. I would’ve loved to have removed OROSCO, but getting the clue 
numbers to sync up meant these large corners that were pretty hard to fill. It was certainly a learning 
experience, and I’ll try to make sure that that doesn’t happen on the next meta I have. In the meantime, 
though, anybody who submitted 47 (OROSCO’s number) was counted as eligible for the prize. 


